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Your Business

Deserves the Best

Make Sure You Get It!

Accounting & Tax Solutions ebook

ATS has served a wide variety of 
professionals since we opened our doors in 
October of 2007. Our priority is getting your 

company the results you deserve! 

As your plans for your new business finally approach fruition, it’s important to be 
sure you’re asking the right questions and that you have the right representation.
You should already have a trusted business advisor helping you make educated decisions that are 
right for your specific company and needs. Your business advisor is someone who should be by 
your side to help you understand the nuances and requirements for starting your own business and 
who will remain at your side to support you. This is especially important during the first year your 
business is open, when you will have the most challenges to overcome.

Starting your own business is a process that comes with an endless stream of questions that you 
should learn to ask and seek guidance from your advisor to answer. For example, how should you 
incorporate? Do you understand the many differences between an LLC, an S-Corp, and a C-Corp? 
Is an accountant worth the cost to your new business? Should you keep your advisor by your 
side even once your business has begun to thrive? Make sure these are questions you seriously 
consider and, since the business world is always in flux, make sure that you reassess the answers 
frequently to see if the appropriate choice for you and your business has changed.

How Should I Incorporate My New Business?
There are multiple options for a new business to choose from 
when selecting its incorporation type. Each option has its own 
benefits and each has its own disadvantages. While it’s possible 
for you to restructure your company later down the line and 
change your incorporation type, the tax implications can be 
staggering so it may be in your best interest to avoid needing to 
convert your entity. The most popular three incorporation types 
are LLC, S-Corporation, and C-Corporation.

LLC

An LLC is a “Limited Liability Corporation.” This means your 
personal finances will not be on the line if something happens 
with your business, such as a lawsuit or bankruptcy. Additionally, 
forming an LLC means all income is considered the personal 
income of the owner and therefore the taxes an LLC must pay 
are only income taxes. Also of note an LLC does not require 
extensive recordkeeping and ownership may be transferred any 
time the owner sees fit.
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S-Corporation

An S-Corp is similar to an LLC in that it is considered a separate entity from the owner 

and the owner’s personal finances are not tied with the business finances. However it 

is different from an LLC in that it requires very extensive recordkeeping and filings. An 

S-Corp relies on shareholders, all of which must be United States citizens and cannot 

number more than 100. All S-Corps must have a board of directors, which can make any 

transfers of ownership difficult.

C-Corporation

A C-Corp is very similar to an S-Corp in that it requires a board of directors as well as 

extensive records and filing. A C-Corp however has the added benefit of being able to 

accept foreign shareholders and not having a limitation on how many shareholders may 

be a part of the company. A major downside to a C-Corp is the way income is taxed. 

Unlike an LLC, income in a C-Corp is not considered personal income and is therefore 

subject to business taxes and then personal taxes. This “Double Taxation” can be a heavy 

burden for a small business. A C-Corp is also the only business type that allows the public 

to purchase stock. 

How Does My Business Benefit From  
A Trusted Business Advisor?

A new business is prone to making mistakes, and the last thing you want to do as a new 

business owner is make a critical mistake. It’s crucial that you as the owner know what to 

expect and you ensure every step of the way you are making the right choices. A trusted 

advisor will be by your side every step of the way to help you make educated decisions 

and to help you keep your business on the path to success.

Your first step as a new business owner is going to be incorporating your business, you 

want to ensure you choose the right business format for you; if that is an S-Corp or a 

C-Corp you will need to elect your board of directors and organize your shareholders. 

Incorporating your business is not as simple as submitting a form – you need a corporate 

bank account, you need to establish bylaws, you must ensure you choose officers that 

you trust to have access to the business’ money, you need to select your trade name, you 

should look into trademarking or copyrighting any names or products you wish to claim. 

These are all part of the very first step for establishing your new business and can be 

daunting. Your advisor should be able to answer any questions you may have regarding 

this big first step and help you make the correct choice for your business at every turn.

Your next step will be planning your finances and writing your business plan. This can be 

a laborious undertaking that it is tempting to skip. After all, you know what you want to do 

so you shouldn’t need to write it all down, right? Skipping your business plan is a critical 

mistake and can end in disaster. The questions asked in a business plan are hard – for 

example, have you saved or borrowed enough to ensure all of your bills and payroll will 

be covered for at least six months? Have you obtained your Tax ID Number? How do 

you obtain that number? Do you have the correct forms for your taxes and your selected 

entity? Have you written your budget and considered your potential income to ensure you 

don’t overreach yourself? 

Your trusted business 

advisor should be by your 

side to write this business 

plan and help you plan 

your budget and make 

projections.
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A staggering number of businesses don’t spend the time required on this crucial step 

and invest a huge amount of time and effort in a business that ultimately was never 

going to succeed from the start because there was too much competition or not enough 

of a demand for their service. Your trusted business advisor should be by your side to 

write this business plan and to help you plan your budget and make projections. The 

average length of a business plan is between fifteen and thirty pages – it is extensive, time 

consuming, and usually necessary to obtain a business loan which is one of the major 

benefits of taking the time to write it.

Once you’ve chosen your incorporation type and taken the time to write your detailed 

business plan you are still faced with dozens of possibilities. Where will your office be – 

will your company start in your home office or will you be choosing an office space? If 

your business is already thriving and you’re ready to move into a space, will you move 

into an established building or build your own? Do you have all of the information you 

need to apply for zoning and permits? Have you checked ADA regulations to ensure your 

business is in compliance? Do you have the most current OSHA regulations? If you intend 

to have employees will you offer benefits, retirement plans, stock options (if you are an 

S-Corp or C-Corp), life insurance? Are you going to require new employees to sign Non-

Compete agreements? If your business is one of the many that requires you answer to an 

oversight agency have you established what you need to provide them and gotten ahold 

of their regulations?

Don’t let your new business flounder due to the staggering number of questions and 

considerations you will need to be aware of and have answers for. Turn to your business 

advisor and let them help you with the process. Ensure you trust your advisor and feel that 

they are competent and well-versed in the industry concerns specific to your company. At 

ATS we have trusted advisors with a wide variety of experiences in multiple industries and 

extensive training; call us today at 303-232-8300 to schedule your free consultation with 

an advisor selected specifically for you.

“John has provided great 

service to me in many areas 

including tax prep for my 

small business, estate tax 

prep and my personal return 

for many years.”

– Sara Livingston 

(City of Lakewood 

Facility Coordinator)
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Why Do I Need a Monthly Accountant?

As a business owner, your day is already crammed full of important tasks. You are the one 

responsible for overseeing every aspect of your small business and ensuring everything is 

running smoothly and is up to your standards. It therefore stands to reason that spending 

hours a month trying to manage your company’s books can range from wildly inconvenient to 

downright impossible. Your best option in this scenario is to invest in a monthly accountant.

This is a person who will be providing your 

balance and income statements. This person 

will also be responsible for tracking your revenue 

and expenses, and ensuring your business is 

optimizing its income as well as tapping into all 

viable revenue streams. You will want to ensure 

your statements are being prepared monthly 

and that these statements are being compared 

to the previous month, and the previous year 

if available, to give you a clear representation 

of what’s happening with your finances. If your 

business begins to falter due to performance 

issues you will want to know immediately.

Your monthly accountant will also be responsible 

for producing a monthly ledger for you to double 

check expenditures and revenue. This will help you quickly catch any discrepancies with 

your business’ finances and help you remain aware of what your finances look like so that 

you can make educated decisions. Along with the ledger, your accountant will be the one 

reconciling your bank statements to catch any errors. 

The most important aspect of your monthly accountant will be their assistance with your 

business taxes. Your accountant will be able to help you manage your employee payroll 

and ensure the correct taxes are being taken out of their paychecks and being paid as 

appropriate. You will want your accountant to provide you with sales and payroll tax reports 

so you can keep a close eye on what is being paid to the government. This will save you a 

lot of potential issues down the line when it comes time for you to file your business taxes 

and in particular will help protect you if there are any errors and the IRS chooses your 

company to audit.

Your accountant will also be the person you’ll want filing your business taxes. As they are 

already managing your finances they will be the best suited to file your quarterly and annual 

taxes. They will also be the person you want by your side in case of an audit. They will be 

the most familiar with your income and will have the extensive reports they will have provided 

you. This should ease your concerns in the face of an audit and help make the process as 

painless as possible.

A good monthly accountant is a necessity for a small business and will offer the peace of 

mind of knowing all of your finances are in order. No small business should be without a 

thorough accountant who can help you ensure your business is profitable.

“John has worked on our 

business and personal taxes 

for a number of years, and 

have been a pure JOY to work 

with. He has also been a huge 

ally when dealing with the state 

and federal revenue services. 

We highly recommend John 

and his company.”

– Lawrence French 

(Lifestyles Catering, Owner)
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Isn’t Quickbooks the same as an Accountant?

Some small businesses use software like Quickbooks to help them manage their budget, 

finances, and payroll. The issue is that Quickbooks is meant to be a tool, not a replacement 

for a qualified accountant. Anyone can input information into Quickbooks but not everyone 

can interpret what those numbers mean. An accountant like the ones ATS provides can 

sit down with you and explain what your finances really look like, can call your attention to 

problem areas, and can suggest plans for improvement.

In addition to not being able to explain your finances to you, Quickbooks is not able to 

help your company optimize tax deductions and credits. Your business deserves to be as 

profitable as possible and as a business owner that’s precisely what you want. No small 

business owner ever wished they could pay more taxes!

Your Quickbooks program is great for small finances; if your company is just starting 

out and you cannot afford a full time or monthly accountant, it can be a useful tool. But 

that’s all Quickbooks is – a tool. Without the proper hand to guide it, your Quickbooks 

program won’t be able to give you everything you’re looking for and everything your 

business deserves. Replacing a qualified and experienced accountant with a program is 

not something technology has been able to accomplish just yet. There are far too many 

variables when it comes to understanding how your business can optimize its income and 

manage its tax liability. 

At ATS our accountants prioritize helping you understand your finances, and optimizing 

your business’ profitability. Call us today at 303-232-8300 for your free consultation and 

find out what we can do for you and your business.

How does NetClient Benefit My Business?

It’s not uncommon for a small business owner to still be working long into the night 

with a focus on improving your business’ profitability and service. However, not every 

accountant is available 24/7 and sometimes you need information about your taxes and 

income to finish a task. That’s where NetClient comes in. This is a web-based product 

that ATS offers to help you save time on providing information and to help you keep track 

of your tax documents.

We upload every report we provide you to the secure NetClient database for you to 

have access to any time you need it. You also have the option to upload your own 

documents and fill out forms online which provides you with a safe, secure, and easily-

accessed location for all of your financial needs. This service allows your business to 

access your information any time you need it, and in the event of a tax audit ensures all 

of your financial documentation and reports are in one place to help reduce the stress. 

Call today at 303-232-8300 and ask about NetClient.

“ATS - These people are 

wonderful and top of 

the line professionals.”

– Dory Switzer




